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Student Seekers at Job Fair

BY ERIC BAUNER

Students arrived at the Blackburn Student Center on the morning of Thursday, March 1, 2007, to attend the Career Fair hosted by the Howard University Student Activities Board (HUSA). The fair, held from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., featured representatives from a wide range of organizations, including corporations, government agencies, non-profits, and universities. Attendees had the opportunity to network with professionals, learn about various career fields, and explore potential job and internship opportunities.

The fair was well-attended, with hundreds of students in attendance. Representatives from companies and organizations spoke to students about their organizations, job opportunities, and the qualifications they were looking for in candidates. Many students took the opportunity to ask questions and learn more about the companies and the careers they represented.

Overall, the Career Fair was a successful event that provided students with valuable networking opportunities and information about potential career paths. It highlighted the importance of career planning and the role that organizations such as HUSA play in supporting student success.
Kinsey in a continuing series of campus tours. The student's view on the platforms of many candidates and states this election season. While people are constantly concerned about what Howard can do for them as far as safety is concerned, they are also quick to question what we are able to do for them.

This is exactly where the Bison Watch programs come in. Established during the 2003-2004 school year by Dean of Residence Life, Charles Gibb, the program brings residents together to form a campus watch program, according to Mark Lee, director of residence life.

Lee is a residence hall student organization of concerned citizens of the residence halls. Larry Pendler, property manager of Howard Hall, told the program is one of the most important programs that we have here at Howard.

The program is comprised of residence hall members who want to help out. They are students who have a concern for their living environment and wish to take their second shift, assisting with the safety and security of the building.

"As a student, being a part of residence hall makes me feel like I am a part of something," Pendler said. "I think that it's a great opportunity for the students to get more involved with their peers and to see everyone, you get more family atmosphere."

In addition to physical safety, Bison Watch has gained experience and opportunities.

"I think that it's a great opportunity for the students to get more involved with their peers and to see everyone, you get more family atmosphere," Pendler said. "I think that it's a great opportunity for the students to get more involved with their peers and to see everyone, you get more family atmosphere."
Alumni from power hall reflect on the hall, tell what they are up to

POWER, from Page 1

conflict of interest for the president and vice president to be a part of the legislative branch. "President Bush doesn’t run Congress," he says.

In addition to this major change, Blakemore oversaw more checks and balances made between the executive and legislative branches. Also a constitutional amendment during his term resulted in the establishment of permanent committees.

All of the improvements went along with Blakemore’s platform, “Restoration, order, integrity and vision to HUSA.” Blakemore wanted to make HUSA more efficient, and he felt it was time to pass it off. According to Blakemore, before his term there was “a lot of scandal.”

Blakemore and his staff also oversaw the standardization of the organizational funding process. A portion of the student activities fee typically goes to funding for organizations. HUSA dispenses money to the organizations for programs held throughout the year. This was yet another way Blakemore attempted to "restore order" to HUSA.

Blakemore says that as long as students retain the interest of HUSA executives and work with the administration, objectives will turn out well.

Overall, Blakemore says he enjoyed his term, although he did not run for a second term. However, Blakemore wishes he could have been there longer to achieve goals he did not have time to accomplish in a year.

After graduating in 2005, Blakemore stayed involved in politics. He says, "The summer after I graduated, I was deputy campaign manager for city council back home in Cleveland." He also worked with the National J. Edgar Hoover Foundation. He also attended Syracuse University and Blakemore goes to New York University.

For now, Blakemore is taking a break from politics. He plans to return to Cleveland to work for Congress, or perhaps become mayor beforehand. He also has an interest in non-profit fundraising.
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WWW.TOYOTALIVEWEB.COM

AS A COLLEGE GRAD, YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE FOR
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ANY NEW

TOYOTA OF YOUR CHOICE
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DID YOU WANT ANTIBIOTICS WITH YOUR LUNCH?

WE DIDN’T THINK SO.

That’s why we’re serving naturally raised meat.

In fact, all of the meat we serve in D.C. — beef, chicken and pork — is free of antibiotics and added growth hormones, fed a vegetarian diet and raised humanely.

We think meat raised this way, naturally, tastes better.

Serving naturally raised meat is another step in our ongoing Food With Integrity journey — bringing you the best ingredients from the best sources.

Chileotle

MEXICAN GRILL

- All meats served in D.C. are naturally raised -
New Howard Deli Opens on 7th Street

BY CHARLOTTE YOUNG

On the corner of Florida Avenue and 7th St., loud booming go-go music can be heard blasting from a solitary black speaker sitting on the street. Three doors down, the smell of fries, chicken and fish tugs on those walking by to take a load off and grab a bite to eat. "I just came in here to eat something while I'm waiting on the bus. I usually get a bacon cheeseburger and fries," said Antonio Brown, a District resident who is already a faithful patron of the business.

The Deli is open Monday through Saturday from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Co-owner of the Shaw Howard Deli, Jacob Walker (below) believes it is important to give back to the community. He would like to see more Howard students frequent the Deli.
Sometimes
It Be's
Like That
The Unfortunate
Truth of Relationships

By AMBER ENGLISH

When I was younger, it
drove me crazy when one poorly
behaved student would engage in
guilt-free behavior, and suddenly the entire class would
be sitting inside looking at each
other during what was supposed
to be recess.

This occurred when an action is fol­
lowed by an unfavorab le stimulus
like getting burned and results in
a decrease of repeating the behav­
ior.

It happened all the time.

In fact, being impatient is
probably the number one way to
preventing the most from
repeating itself. Tell me all
about it by sending an e-mail
to SIBL2006@yahoo.com  

MAZE COURTESY WWW.BILLSGAMES.COM/MAZEGENERATOR

Test Yourself
Knowledge is power, so we at The Hilltop decided to
test your knowledge. We'll be posing questions and
providing you with activities to sharpen your
skills and build your knowledge.

Why...  

I believe if you truly care for
somebody, you will wait. After all,
with everything in the world
happening and changing,
knowledge is power.

Consider, understanding
and all of those other things
are good traits to have —
such as being considerate,
understanding the next go 'round.

...do American Idol con­
testants attract controver­
sy like Antonio Barba who
had sexually explicit photos
end up on the Internet?

...can Bobby Brown keep
himself out of trouble? He
was recently arrested for
$19,000 in unpaid late child
support and court fees.

Chillin' With The Hilltop

Brittany Sparks

Jennifer Hudson

Please send any responses to Meccanisms, including 'Sometimes It Be's Like That'
topics, things you've heard at The Mecca, things to test ourselves on or 'Six Degrees of Separation' sets to meccanisms@gmail.com

Let's Just Call It "Vintage"
Overheard in front of O.B. Powell Building

Guy: So, just cause the first lady is here, we can't go
on the Yard.
Friend #1: Yeah, and the freshmen have to enter the
Cafe from the back entrance.
Friend #2: Oh, heck naw. What the heck is this?
Guy: What?
Friend #2: This white boy shows up and all of a
sudden we're back in the Jim Crow era!

One Sensory Deprivation Chamber Coming Up!
Overheard in Howard Plaza Towers West Elevator

Football Player 1: You getting off on (floor) one?
Football Player 2: Yeah. You coming to my room? We
can play some Halo.

FBP 1: Nah man, last time I came by you didn't
want me to play.

FBP 2: What are you talking about, negro?

FBP 1: You heard me, dude.

FBP 2: Well, no ball, but I was trying to sleep that
night and when I go to sleep my senses get all
messed up.

FBP 1: What?

FBP 2: Like, my senses - I hear stuff. Like,
everything, man.

FBP 1: I'm going to my room.

Check out more at Overheardatthemecca.blogspot.com
and submit to Overheardatthemecca@gmail.com

Six Degrees of Separation

Can you figure out a path that connects these two individuals with six stops along the way?

Try it out and send us the six degrees you come up with.

THE HILLTOP
The Hilltop
Writing Workshop

Wednesday @ 6:00
The Hilltop Office,
P-Level, West Tower

Why Come?
If you want to be a better writer, for The Hilltop or anyone else.
If you're interested in becoming a staff writer, you must attend.

Volunteers Needed
Compensation paid to healthy female and male volunteers for donations of bone marrow for research efforts in such areas as cancer and other serious illnesses.

- Ages 18 to 45
- In good health
- Not engaged in high risk behaviors

Confidential interview and screening provided at our convenient Gaithersburg, MD office. Donations occur at our Bethesda, MD office by board certified physicians. Both locations are accessible by MetroRail and Metro Ride-On.

FINANCIAL COMPENSATION PROVIDED
For more information, or to schedule an appointment:
TOLL FREE: (888) 926-9211
EMAIL: donorinfo@cambrex.com

RARE
Rekindle An Amazing Remarkable Experience

2007
HOMECOMING STEERING COMMITTEE
Coordinator Applications

NOW AVAILABLE

Mr. & Mrs. Howard Pageant
Gospel Show
Comedy Show
Fashion Show
Homecoming Gala
Yardfest
Step Show
Dancing

Applications are available in the Blackburn University Center Office of Student Activities, Suite 117

Applications due to the Office of Student Activities by Thurs. March 8th by 5pm
Government Failing Troops

This Saturday, U.S. Defense Secretary Robert M. Gates called for a review of the outpatient care center at Walter Reed Army Medical Center, which is located on Georgia Avenue in upper Northwest.

Gates said the state of the center is "unacceptable and unacceptable living conditions, as revealed by The Washington Post's first report on Wednesday, to become such a poor facility, they should see the overworked nurses as second-class citizens. If ever they come home from fighting abroad."

Our View: The government needs to take care of its own troops who are away and those who have returned home.

The Hilltop: The Nation's Only Black Daily Collegiate Newspaper

Wednesday @ 6:00
The Hilltop Office, P-Level, West Tower
As she watched her older brothers play basketball, Shannon Carlisle dreamed about the fast pace and aggressiveness of the game. She has been working on her game since early childhood.

Born in Indianapolis, Carlisle was raised with a passion for basketball. She began playing the game at a young age and continued to hone her skills throughout her childhood.

Carlisle's dedication to the sport paid off when she was selected to play for the varsity team at Morgan State University. She quickly became a key player, leading her team to numerous victories.

Carlisle's success on the court is a testament to her hard work and determination. She has never taken her talent for granted, always pushing herself to be the best she can be.

Interesting in writing for The Hilltop's Sports section?

Come pick up a story at our budget meeting, Mondays @ 7 p.m., in the Howard Plaza Towers West.

Today in Sports History...

On March 1, 1996, Lenny Wilkins, the NBA's winningest head coach of all time, became the first coach with 1,000 victories while coaching the Atlanta Hawks, defeating the Cleveland Cavaliers 74-68.